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• EUETS covers 40% of EU CO2 emissions
• Power generation
• Energy intensive industries
• 31 countries
• 2000: Announced
• 2005-2007 Phase I
• 2008-2012 Phase II
• 2013-2020 Phase III
• 2021-2030 Phase IV



Carbon Pricing around the world

EU ETS is currently single biggest carbon pricing 
policy instrument (in terms of pricing revenue) 

Source: Worldbank

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/33809


Source: Worldbank



Verified emissions over time

More than 1 billion 
tons of CO2



• Accused of being a failure 
because it’s not achieving enough

• Accused of being a failure 
because it causes loss of 
competitiveness and carbon 
leakage 

• Accused of Rewarding Fat Cats?

Are fat cats 
lazy?



Health Warning



Approach 1

Approach 2

ETS firms

Non ETS

Our Approach: Differences-in-Differences

Has the gap between ETS 
and non ETS firms changed? 



• Data: Firm level data on emissions pre 2000 –

• Are there comparable non-ETS firms

• ETS firms reduce emissions by more: is that 
good for the climate?

Only source are confidential 
government business census data

Main check: pre-treatment parallel trends

Examine other outcomes: VA, K, Imports, L



Annual Survey of Industrial Energy Consumption (EACEI)
• Quantities and values of energy consumed by type, as well as their usages.
• Sample, universe in most energy intensive sectors

FICUS-FARE 
• Firm-level accounting and performance data (universe)

Customs Data (DGDDI)
• All firm level imports and exports

The European Union Transaction Log (EUTL)
• Free permits allocated 
• Permits surrendered
• Identity of EU ETS regulated firms



Plant 1

Installation 1
15 MW

Installation 2
15 MW

Plant 1

Installation 1
30 MW

REGULATED
ETS

NOT REGULATED
NON-ETS

20MW
ETS firms

Non ETS

• Sector specific size thresholds at installation level 
• ETS firms are bigger on average but there is a good overlap even in terms of carbon
• Robustness: matching
• Crucially: pre-treatment trends are parallel



Leakage Channels
Output shifts to Non 

EUETS regulated  
firms

Energy Intensive 
Inputs are sourced 

abroad

Energy Intensive Inputs are 
sourced from non-regulated 

domestic firms

• Value added ⬇
• Firm imports⬆

• Value added ⇩

• Value added ⇩
• Employment ⇩
• Investment ⇩



Econometric Model

Period specific sector 
fixed effects



Pre-
announce-

ment

Announce-
ment

Phase 
I

Phase II

CO2 declined 8.2% faster in EU 
ETS firms during Phase II



No significant effect on value added or employment. If 
anything a positive effect in Phase II



We compute the carbon content of imports 
using detailed product classes



We find NN in 
terms of CO2 

based on 2 digit 
sector 

Gaming the 
system?

For some we cant find 
NN



• Fuel switching?
• More efficient equipment?
• Other ways of improving efficiency?

Efficiency 
improvements: 

CO2/VA



Suggestive of 
investment in more 
efficient equipment



Antipol Annual Survey on 
Environmental Protection 
Studies and Investments 

(Anti Pollution)

Integrated investment to 
reduce Air and GHG 

pollution



Some quotes:
• Reuse steam to heat water
• Recycling of hot water
• Own power plant, burning in boilers optimized, heat recovery, programmes of

cleaning system are being checked and water consumption and heat is being checked
• Biggest impact: Heat recovery
• Multiple utilization of waste heat from steam boilers, reducing temperature of waste heat in 

chimney/funnel, waste heat recovery, controlling of supply and exhaust air
• Optimization of drying processes, waste heat recovery
• Optimization of pumps (turning down rotation speed), waste heat recovery, heat exchangers
• switch to natural gas, renovation, frequency changers, process heat isolation, steam recovery
• Bought new boilers, waste heat recovery installed, more efficient drying methods
• Automatic turning off of air conditioning and infrastructure for production, buying of motors 

with
highest energy efficiency, efficiency of compressed air maximized (i.e. repairing of leakage, etc), 
waste heat recovery

• Optimization of energy mix used (some gases are more efficient than others), making use of 
previously escaping vapor heat

• Heat recovery in low temperature parts
• Insulation, heat recovery
• Waste heat recovery, exhaust heat from facilities (heated air is being blown back into the 

building in order to save heating – it’s not a heat pump, but a direct redirection of the exhaust heat)

Heat recovery



Fuel composition?

No evidence for changes 
in fuel mix



More evidence on leakage

• Emissions Data (EU vs RoW) for  ~1000 MNE firms 2007-2014 
(Source: Carbon Disclosure Project) 

• Have emissions in RoW increased as EU emissions reduced for ETS 
firms?



No!Have emissions in RoW
increased as EU emissions 
reduced for ETS firms?

Dependent Variable: 
million tonnes of CO2



Maybe prices where just too low?
Carbon Halo 

Effect?



The end of the halo?



What about fat cats?

As long as the market is efficient 
economists have no right calling me fat  

(only heavy boned) 

Independence property (Hahn&Stavins): Market outcome should not 
depend on allocation of permits

Firms whose permit 
allocation is tighter 

respond more
Tightness is 

possibly 
endogenous 

(although no pre 
treatment trends)



A natural experiment in Phase III

A,B,C = Firms at risk=100% of benchmark in free permits
Others: 30% of benchmark by 2020



The effect of more generous permit 
allocation on emissions

Firms that had more generous permit 
allocation post 2013 emit 16% more ≈ 

ETS 10% of emissions

Forthcoming paper Martin, Muuls, Sarapatkova “Permission to pollute”

Lo
g(

 C
O

2)

less free 
permits

more free 
permits



Share of emissions in firms with free allocation

16% reduction implies more than 
11% reduction for aggregate ETS 

emissions



So what’s the net ETS effect?

French Industrial 
emissions without 

the EU ETS

EU wide effect: ~50 MM tons more CO2 per year



Value for money?
• We see effects in Phase II: ~€15
• Cost of saving 50 MMt at most €750MM

• 5MMM trees @ cost 
of €1.5MMM

• 55Mkm2 = Croatia



Cost comparison



To conclude: Hence, what has the EU 
ETS ever done for us?

• Apart from global the emissions reductions?
• The efficiency improvements?
• Without having a negative impact on 

employment and value added?
• Apart from saving Croatia
• And what about the investment in clean 

technologies?

… but then: it has made some fat cats very lazy



• Redo with latest price changes
• Determine when carbon pricing is counter productive
• Fit structural model to determine in-efficiency induced by 

allocation rules
• UK vs EU ETS?







UK vs EU carbon price divergence?

(very) emerging result: 10% increase in the UK CO2 
price reduces the value of a 
UK ETS regulated company 

by 0.2%

10% decrease in the 
EU CO2 price reduces 
the value of a UK ETS 

regulated company by 
0.7%

Conclusion: UK companies are vulnerable to 
EU UK carbon price divergence, hence 

better make sure there is none

Value of ETS firm UK ETS Price Should only matter if there 
is a competitiveness issue



More matching robustness



Lower than expected but not 
negligible….

Phase II: ~15€

Price recovery



Share of emissions in firms with free allocation

16% reduction implies more than 
11% reduction for aggregate ETS 

emissions
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